Paper dolls explore the exotic South Seas

Polynesia
by Lorna Currie Thomopoulos & Amanda Hallay

From The Golden Magazine, May 1966.

Like the sun’s rays, the people of
Polynesia radiate the “aloha” or
“mana” spirit.
Although the islands of Polynesia
are far apart and differ geographically,
anthropologists have grouped them
together because they believe that the
original inhabitants migrated from
Asia five to six thousand years ago.
Scattered within a huge triangular
area of the Pacific Ocean, they include
Tonga, Samoa, the Marquesas Islands,
French Polynesia (Tahiti being the
biggest island of the group), the
Cook Islands, Easter Island, Hawaii
and New Zealand.
Polynesia has loomed large in
the Western imagination since the
17th century. Captain Cook’s colorful tales of palm trees, tattooed
natives, men magically riding waves
as if they were horses (surfing is far,
far older than we think), and beautiful
“wahinis” swirling their hips to the
rhythm of tribal drums suggested to
the European mind a world both exotic and erotic, a combination that
would later prove irresistible to
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French artist Gauguin, whose use of
brilliant palette and voluptuous
Tahitians further solidified this ‘imagined’ view of the South Pacific.
The 20th century was equally
enamored with these far-off isles.
Pre-code Hollywood leapt at the
chance to cast scantily clad extras in
the form of “native beauties” in
movies like The Pagan (1929) and Tabu
(1931). The Clara Bow vehicle,
Hula (1927), nicely set the
stage for the first wave of
South Pacific mania that
would sweep the nation.
An imaginary view of
Polynesia to be sure, but the
perfect escape from the worries and deprivation of The
Great Depression were films
such as Waikiki Wedding (1937),
Bird of Paradise (1932) and Her
Jungle Love (1938) starring
Dorothy Lamour. Edith Head
designed Lamour’s first
sarong for The Jungle Princess
(1936), a lush Lamour South
Seas film, which Dorothy

followed with The Hurricane (1937),
Typhoon (1940), Road to Singapore
(1940) and Aloma
of the South Seas
(1941).
Betty Grable
also had her turn
at going native
in Song of the
Islands (1942)
with some very
hummable
songs. Plus she
and Alice Faye wore glittering grass
skirts for a number in Tin Pan Alley
(1940).
There was even a radio show,
“Hawaii Calls,” that brought the
sound of ukuleles and slide guitars
into homes that could barely afford a
trip to the movies, let alone a vacation
to Hawaii.
World War II made the South
Pacific all too real for those who were
stationed there, but it was during the
post-war era that the craze for an
“imagined” Polynesia really took
hold. Returning servicemen found

Island-Style Magnetic Dress-up Album with two dolls and island wear. Below: Hula Hips jointed doll.

themselves pining for “The Best Years of
Their Lives” (to paraphrase the title of the
1946 Oscar winning movie).
This nostalgia for the South Seas,
coupled with a need to escape from the
buttoned-down, Cold War era conformity
of the newly created suburbia (albeit for
an hour or two on a Saturday night),
brought about the Tiki phenomenon.
Sparked off by Thor Heyerdahl’s
legendary Kon-Tiki expedition of 1947, by
the early 1950s there was barely a town in
America that did not host its own Tiki bar
or restaurant, tropical enclaves of scantily
dressed waitresses serving big, tropical
drinks, and a piped soundtrack of Arthur

Below: A paper doll celebration of
King Kamehameha I, who united the
eight islands of Hawaii. Jack & Jill,
June 1951.

Queen Liliuokalani from Tom Tierney's Great
Empresses and Queens (Dover 1982), and above,
Hawaiian Royalty, Press Pacifica, 1985.
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Lymon, Les Baxter or Martin Denny,
purveyors of “Exotica,” the new genre
of orchestral music that accompanied
the Tiki craze, a craze that reached its
zenith with Hawaiian statehood in 1959.
Again movies were not forgotten in
this mid-century moment of celluloid
paradise; even Elvis took his turn at
visiting the islands in Blue Hawaii (1961),
which saw Edith Head bringing the
best of the tropics to her costume
design. Before that, Esther Williams
starred in Pagan Love Song (1950), in
which she masqueraded as a
native serving girl to teach
mainlander Howard Keel a
lesson. Gorgeous locations and
wonderful songs will instantly
transport you to not only another place, but another time.
Bali Hai has probably
already called you more than
once when it comes to the sumptuous
screen version of the Rodgers and
Hammerstein classic, South Pacific
(1958), based on the Broadway musical.
Fair Wind to Java (1953), From Here to
Eternity (1953) and Mutiny on the Bounty
(1962) were just some of the movie
offerings that spoke to a need for exoticism. It was not long before television
jumped on this outrigger tethered to a

trend with Hawaiian Eye, Adventures in
Paradise, and (at the tail end of the Tiki
craze) Hawaii 5-O, all of which brought
that South Seas sunshine into everybody’s living room.
Interestingly, having disappeared
from the pop culture landscape for
several decades, the mid-1990s saw a
renewal of interest in Tiki. Every year,
hundreds of participants gather at The
Hukilau in Fort Lauderdale, just one of
the many Tiki Culture conventions held
annually around the globe. Facebook
hosts at least a dozen groups
where thousands of Tikiobsessed fans can chat, swap
and sell their “Hawaiana”
treasure and show off photos
of their homes and gardens, all
brilliantly remodelled to resemble Don the Beachcomber’s or
Trader Vic’s.
Fashion always responds to the
zeitgeist, and it comes as no surprise
that the post-war Tiki craze gave birth
to some of the eras most memorable
clothing—aloha shirts, sarong dresses,
and bark cloth prints. The YouTube
Channel, The Ultimate Fashion History,
discusses the relationship between the
Islands and mainland fashion in its
episode, “Fashion and The Tiki Craze.”

Betty Grable dancing and singing her
hula way in Song of the Islands.
Inset: Dolls of Far-Off Lands, Platt &
Munk, #228B, 1965.

The little boy and girl paper dolls of Hawaii wear colorful costumes and headwear. Yuko Green has done many cultural costume paper dolls.
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Hawaiian Dancers in two languages, with two dancing girls in bikinis. Their clothes, with sarongs, reflect their island native culture.
Illustrated by Bernard Atkins, published in Hawaii in 1984.

A Polynesian girl with costumes in the
multi-country Paper Dolls Around The
World, Saalfield, #1359, 1964.

Dorothy Lamour wearing the famous sarong
in Aloma of the South Seas.
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Two sweet little girls with island wear and toys, featuring the “many cultures under the Hawaiian Rainbow.” Yuko Green illustrated this book for
Island Heritage Publishing, 1999.

A Yuko Green sticker book for Island Heritage Publishing (2001), with 4 dolls and many island costumes and fun accessories.

Yuko Green represents costumes from all the Polynesian islands in this edition of Dover’s Boy and Girl series, 1998.
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Artist Bob Harman’s Haleloke Kahauolopua, who got her start on the radio program
“Hawaii Calls.” Above: Grass skirt outfit from the comics. Right: Alina Kolluri’s
costumes of Samoa and New Zealand from Ladies of Asia and the Pacific, 2006.

It goes without saying that mainland
America’s view of the Polynesian Islands was
somewhat idealized, and this fantasy view
often extended to the indigenous dress of
Hawaii, Tahiti, Samoa, French Polynesia,
Tonga, et al. Although it is true that many
islanders do, indeed, sport the ubiquitous
grass skirt and bark cloth sarongs we
connect with the region, the story goes
far deeper, with spiritual significance
associated with every leaf and each
motif. Ironically, one of the most instantly
recognizable Hawaiian garments—the
muumuu—was born of Christian missionaries’
determination to encourage more modest
attire among the sarong-clad indigenous
Polynesians.
Today, the clothing worn in Polynesia is
as diverse as the islands themselves. Visit
Honolulu, and you’re as likely to see a woman
wearing Chanel as you would when visiting
New York, yet aloha shirts are as ubiquitous
as ever. Tahitians, on the other hand, are as
likely to wear a bark cloth sarong as a pair of
Levis. And yet, just the merest glimpse of
traditional Polynesian attire is enough to send
designers off to their drawing boards—as
inspired today as in past decades—to bring
the promise of paradise to runway or retail.
To paraphrase one of Hawaii’s most
famous immigrants, Disney’s adorable Stitch,
Polynesian style is like “ohana,” it never gets
entirely left behind or forgotten. $

Dorothy Lamour
by Marilyn Henry
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